
Until You are Fully Committed

When-ever there is a hesitation,
 to hold and draw back, by this thought form-action 

form (mental emotional reaction- generating reaction
containment) this will always create time - mind - space and

cause in-effective-ness, by lack of faith. Concerning all
actions of creation - initiative there is one element of truth -

it dis-engages the creative process due to lack of faith - by
re-creating an old self limiting pattern. 

The moment one totally and fully commits oneself
completely, creation moves in to complete your soul's light

and its co-creative process. Igniting all sorts of mystical and
magical events that will occur to assist one in their process
of creation that would never otherwise have taken place. 
"Whatever you can do, or dream, desire with passion you

can, co-create it ."Boldness" has "genius", and your 
"soul's spiritual power", that contain the 

magic to create it."
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*Faith* 

Power of the Soul

*Faith*
The light and the creative force of all; 

ALL is ONE 



 

Hear ye, O Children of 
Light, seek not the illusions of 

the world and its glitter, for it holds 
back your Golden Light from your 
embracement of your beingness.

 

In your hour, this day in your time in this  
mind-time illusionary space, allow my Light  

to encompass the totality of your world.

For it is in your absorption of my light that you may grow 
and nourish the totality of your beingness.   All is in order.  
As I have therefore planned for your safekeeping,  

I now declare is now at hand.   Be at peace with your world,  
O Children of Light, for very soon you will be encompassed 
within the love of my Light.   Hear ye, O Children of Light,  

for now this day in your time be at peace within the 
stillness that lay hidden in this space of your time.  
In our words, for now, look not beyond.   Behold,  
but look within, for there lay the stillness, and 
there I be until you find your way in my Light. 
 

O Children of Light, try and be still, for 
now is the time for you to find your 

Light, this day in your time.
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